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Objectives
This research analysed the phenomenon known as ‘tree change’ (migration, often from urban areas, to more rural locations for ‘lifestyle’ reasons). The research sought to answer a number of questions such as: What motivates ‘tree changers’ to move from urban to rural Australia?; and what expectations do ‘tree changers’ have of country life and communities?

Methodology
Interviews and secondary data were used to examine the social dynamics of lifestyle migration in rural NSW and Victoria. Over fifty qualitative interviews were conducted to determine what barriers and drivers attract, sustain and retain this in-migrant group.

Outputs


Outcomes
The major outcomes of the study will be:
- Provision of cross-sectional representation of tree-changers, illustrating why individuals migrate to rural areas in Australia.
- Understanding of the barriers/resources influencing decisions to stay or leave rural communities by identifying ‘tree changers’ expectations and experiences.